Media Release
ETS Racing Fuels continues partnership
with Curbstone
For the 2019 Curbstone Track and Test Day events, the ETS Racing Fuels brand
will supply the control fuel and offer a complete premium on-track fuel delivery
service.
Bourgtheroulde, France/ Frankfurt a.M., Germany, February 13 2019 – ETS Racing
Fuels, a fuel development partner for the racing industry and a brand of HCS
Group, has again been chosen as the official Curbstone partner for the upcoming
circuit racing series. “The Track and Test Days are one of the most prestigious
European circuits”, says Yann Labia, Global Motorsport Products Manager HCS
Group, and adds: “We are excited to continue our partnership with Curbstone and
offer GT and supercar drivers a great racing experience and a complete fuel
delivery service.” For all European events, the ETS Racing Fuel products can be
directly ordered at a special price via the Curbstone booking website.
ETS Racing Fuels are well-recognized among leading motorsport teams around the
world. For the Curbstone Track & Test Days, the fuel expert will supply ExtraBlaze
IRF 102, a racing fuel that has already been successfully used in many
championships such as TCR Asia, UAE Formula 4 and Thailand Super Series GT
Cars. This fuel offers a high consistency and engine knocking protection. It is
suited for car set-up with circuit racing RON 102 engine mappings and engines
equipped with ECU & lambda sensors. IRF 102 is FIA appendix J compliant.
Specific fuel components allow excellent combustion and low engine wear
ExtraBlaze IRF 102 is the ideal racing fuel for turbo-charged engines or naturally
aspirated engines with a high compression ratio, as required for touring cars,
supercars, GT or Formula 4. This unique racing fuel technology is based on
specific additives and selected chemical molecules. It enables a thinner fuel
spraying, and thereby ensures an excellent combustion performance. This makes
the injection adjustment much easier and allows for a significant reduction of the

combustion temperature – which is essential in a racing engine. Thanks to specific
anti-friction molecules in the fuels customers can benefit from low engine wear.
Last but not least, the cleaning additive technologies used ensure that the engine
parts remain extremely clean, which results in near-zero deposit.
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About ETS Racing Fuels
ETS Racing Fuels is a brand of HCS Group, a leading international supplier of
solutions for high-value hydrocarbon specialties. The ETS Racing Fuels brand is
recognised as an expert fuel development partner for the racing industry. The fuel
expert develops, produces, and delivers high-performance racing fuels and valueadded services to race teams and event organisers worldwide. The fuels are
designed in close co-operation with leading engine manufacturers and race teams
to meet and exceed all the challenges that come with world-wide racing.
More information: www.ets-racing.com
Facebook: @ETSRacing #PoweredByETS
Twitter: @ETSRacingFuels #PoweredByETS

About Curbstone Track Events
Curbstone Track Events is a subsidiary company of the SRO Motorsport Group and
The Royal Automobile Club of Belgium with its main quarter in Brussels, Belgium
and a second seat in the South of France, inside the Circuit Paul Ricard, called
Curbstone AZUR. Curbstone’s key activities are finalized to providing ultimate
track driving opportunities for experienced supercar owners, as well as testing
facilities for the race car driver on world renowned race circuits in Europe.
More information: www.curbstone.net

About HCS Group
HCS Group is a leading international supplier of solutions for high-value
hydrocarbon specialties. The Group includes the brands Haltermann Carless, ETS
Racing Fuels and EOS. HCS Group has about 450 employees and is headquartered
in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. The company belongs to H.I.G. Europe, a
subsidiary of the US private equity company H.I.G. Capital.
More information: www.h-c-s-group.com
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